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It was shown in [I] that a general sequence of Pad6 approximants PntJz) 
of a given power series f (a) converges uniformly to f (a) on subsets of certain 
discs j z / < u, these discs being such that they contain no more than a fixed 
number of poles of each approximant. This latter restriction seems artificial 
as there appears to be no reason why the approximants should not converge 
near z = u/2, say, even if the poles of the approximants happen to accumu- 
late near x = -u/2. In this note we indicate how the proof of the above 
result (Theorem 2, [l]) can be modified so as to remove this restriction. The 
most significant improvement occurs when f(z) is meromorphic in the 
complex plane. 
THEOREM 1. Let f(z) be analytic at z = 0, meromorphic in the complex 
plane and let P,&x) be any sequence of Pade approximants off(z) with n 3 m. 
If E is any compact set such that no poles off ( z an ) d no limit points of the poles 
of the PTn,n(~) lie in E then P,,&z) converges unaformly to f(z) on E as 
m + n + co. In particular, this is applicable to the diagonal approximants 
Pn,nW 
THEOREM 2. Let f (z) be analytic in / z 1 < R except for M nonxero poles 
there and let E be any compact set of 1 z 1 < R on which f (z) is analytic. For 
each 6 > 0 there exists a number k (k > 1 and depends only on f, E and 6) such 
that if P,,,(z) is any sequence of Pade approximants off(z) whose poles are at 
least 6 from E and for which n 3 km 2 m > M then PVl,(x) converges 
uniformly to f(z) on E as m + n + co. In particular, this is applicable when 
n = km or when m is constant. 
The proof of each result depends on the following lemma. 
LEMMA 1. Let f (z) be analytic on 1 z I < p except for poles & ,..., & (not 
necessarily distinct) satisfying 0 < I 4, / < -*a < ! &.r / < p and let P,,&z) be 
any sequence of Pad& approximants off(x) with n 3 m > M. If E is any 
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compact subset of{1 z / < p} - {[, ,..., CM} such that the poles of the P,,,,(z) are 
at least a distance 6, 6 > 0, from E then for z E E 
1 P,&z) --.f(z) , :< iZmM (1 + “+j’“(l + $3j”‘(+)” -t- En(Z), 
where 1 E / = supzEE ! .a j , A is independent of m and n and where E,(X) -+ 0 as 
n -+ co uniformly on E. 
PROOF. We shall use the same notation as in [I] except that we write 
fn(z) forfs(z) (Eq. 2.11 and 2.12) and put N = II, h - n + m (as is eventually 
done in [l]). 
The inequality preceeding 3.5, [I] is valid and this together with 3.2, [I] 
yields 
where A is independent of m and n (the value of A may vary from one line 
to the next but will always be independent of m and n). Since 3.9, [l] is valid 
and since f (z) is analytic on E we have 
and thus the proof of Lemma 1 will be complete if we define 
44 = I fn(4 - f (4 
and prove that for z E E, 
(1) 
Without loss of generality we may assume that 6, f 0 in which case 
CjmEo b,.zG has m roots, say or(l),..., cu(m). It follows that 
bmWj = (->jbm r a(il) *** ol(ij), 






z - a(i) I I. 
IEl ~- = ti~z+z <1+--. 
z - ff(i) I 
The inequalities (2) clearly imply the validity of (1) and the proof of Lemma 
1 is complete. 
We now prove Theorems 1 and 2. If the hypotheses of Theorem 1 are 
satisfied we can find some positive 6 such that for all but a finite set of values 
of (m, n) the poles of the Pnl,n(z) are at least a distance 6 from E. We next 




l-t IEl IEI <’ - ___ 
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It follows that for all but a finite number of the Pn&z) we have 
I Pm,&) -f +)I < h”2-” + 44, (xEE) 
and this proves Theorem 1. 
If the hypotheses of Theorem 2 are satisfied we find a positive 6 as above 
and choose p such that E C {I z 1 < p} and such that f(z) is analytic on 
1 z / = p. We next choose k such that 
and apply Lemma 1. Thus for all but a finite number of the P,,,(z), 
I Pm,&) -.f@)/ < An”(W’” + 44, 
and this proves Theorem 2. 
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